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Abstract

We formally de�ne a �rst order logic that
is suitable for representing and reasoning
about uncertain temporal domains� The
logic can represent both interval and point
based qualitative and quantitative infor�
mation� We provide a syntax� semantics�
and axiomatization for the logic� We then
describe the constraint logic programming
implementation of the logic� The imple�
mentation� along with its formal speci��
cation� is suitable for tackling real world
temporal problems�

� Introduction

A popular approach in Arti�cial Intelligence for rep�
resenting and reasoning about temporal domains is to
use a �rst order �temporal� logic� Ideally� the �rst or�
der logic should be formally de�ned and implemented�
The formal de�nition� which consists of a syntax and
semantics� removes all ambiguity from the structure
and meaning of formulas� The implementation allows
a user to solve real world temporal problems and eval�
uate the usefulness of the logic�
Very few temporal logics in AI are formally de�

�ned and implemented� Table � contains a list of
some of the most in	uential and popular temporal
logics� Note that out of the six logics� only the sit�
uation calculus is formally de�ned and implemented�
This logic is primarily suited for simple single agent
domains where actions occur in isolation� If the user
has a complex domain which involves interval based
information and
or simultaneous actions� one of the
other logics must be chosen� When choosing another
logic� the user must sacri�ce either the formal de��
nition or the implementation� We are not aware of
a popular logic in AI suitable for complex real world
domains that is both implemented and formally de�
�ned�
In the next section� we formally de�ne a �rst or�

der temporal logic by giving its syntax� semantics�
and axioms� The proposed logic is based on the tech�
nique used in RGCH �� of de�ning interval based
information in terms of what is true at the point

level� and using the Riemann integral� We then de�
scribe the logic�s implementation in the constraint
logic programming language CLP�IR� ��� One fea�
ture of the implementation is the ability to specify
temporal uncertainty with probabilities� The imple�
mentation� which is available from the authors� can
be thought of as a temporal expert system shell that
is ready to be used with real world problems�

� Proposed logic

There are four types of temporal information that
need to be represented� point and interval based qual�
itative and quantitative information� An example of
point based qualitative information is�

John is working at time t�� ���

An example of point based quantitative information
is�

John is walking at a speed of � km
hr at

time t�� ���

An example of interval based qualitative information
is�

John is not working from time t� to t�� ���

An example of interval based quantitative informa�
tion is�

John is walking at a speed of � km
hr from

time t� to t�� ���

Both qualitative and quantitative temporal infor�
mation are represented by real valued functions of
several variables� The quantitative examples ��� and
��� are written as�

velocity�t� � john� � �� and

velocity�t� � t�� john� � �� ���

A ��� valued function is used to represent qualita�
tive information� Zero and one represent falsity and
truth respectively� Examples ��� and ��� are written
as�

work�t�� john� � �� and

work�t�� t�� john� � �� ���

Formula ��� is equivalent to�

�T� t� � T � t� � work�T� john� � � ���



Logic Implementation Syntax and semantics

Situation calculus ��� � Yes Yes
Allen �� Yes No
McDermott ��� � No
Shoham ��� No Yes
Kowalski and Sergot �� Yes No
BTK �� No Yes

Table �� Comparison of popular logics in AI

�i�e�� John is not working at each point in the open
interval�� Similarly for formula ����
The uniform representation of qualitative and

quantitative information as real valued functions sim�
pli�es the implementation� Externally� the user
makes a clear distinction between the two types of
information� However� both types of information are
represented with identical functions internally�
We use the approach from �� where real valued

functions can be integrated� When integrating a ��
� valued qualitative function� the duration of truth
is obtained� The result of integrating a real valued
quantitative function depends on the function being
integrated� For example� the integral of a velocity
function is the total displacement�

displacement�t�� t�� john� �

Z t�

t�

velocity�t� john�dt�

The syntax� semantics and axioms for the proposed
logic are presented below�

��� Syntax

Given a set of non�temporal function symbols FN �
non�temporal constant symbols CN � non�temporal
variable symbols VN � temporal function symbols FT �
temporal constant symbolsCT � and temporal variable
symbols VT �where t � VT �� temporal terms �TT � are
de�ned as�

� CT � VT � TT �

� If g � FT is an n�ary �n � �� temporal function
symbol� s�� � � � � sn � TT � then g�s�� � � � � sn� �
TT �

The temporal terms TT give time a special status in
the logic� Non�temporal terms �TN � are de�ned as�

� CN � VN � TN �

� If f � FN is an n�ary �n � �� non�temporal
function symbol� p�� p� � TT � p� � p�� and
r�� � � � � rn�� � TN � then f�p�� p�� r�� � � � � rn����
f�p�� r�� � � � � rn���� and

R p�
p�

f�t� r�� � � � �

rn���dt � TN � The �rst argument to a non�
temporal function is temporal� the second argu�
ment is temporal for interval based information
and non�temporal for point based information�
and the remaining arguments are non�temporal�

� If r�� r� � TT �TN � then �r��r��� �r�	r��� �r�

r�� � TN �

Well�formed formulas �w�s� are de�ned as�

� If ��� �� � TN�TT � then �� � ��� �� � ��� �� �
��� �� � ��� and �� � �� are w�s�

� If ��� �� are w�s� and z � VT�VN then ��� � ���
��� � ��� ��� � ��� ���  ��� �����
��z� ��� and ��z� �� are w�s�

When there is no ambiguity� parentheses and square
brackets are sometimes omitted�
Our proposed logic is based on another �rst order

temporal logic called RGCH ��� As in RGCH� we
have real valued functions that are integrated to pro�
duce interval based information� One major di�er�
ence with RGCH� is our distinction between tempo�
ral and non�temporal terms� This distinction� which
does not exist in RGCH� allows the user to customize
the temporal terms which are used for representing
time� In RGCH� the user is forced to use the real
numbers� Another di�erence with RGCH� are in�
terval based real valued functions �e�g�� formulas ���
and ����� Only point based functions are allowed in
RGCH�

��� Semantics

The semantic domain or ontology is IR� An in�
terpretation for the proposed logic is a tuple I �
h MC�SF�MF i where�

� MC � CT �CN �� IR�

� SF is a set of piece wise continuous functions�
Each element of SF is a function from IRn to IR
for some n�

� MF � FT � FN �� SF �

A variable assignment is a function V A � VT � VN ��
IR� The function TA assigns an element of IR to each
temporal or non�temporal term as follows�

� If x � CT �CN then TA�x� �MC�x��

� If x � VT � VN then TA�x� � V A�x��

� If g � FT is an n�ary �n � �� temporal
function symbol� and s�� � � � � sn � TT � then
TA�g�s�� � � � � sn���MF�g��TA�s��� � � � � TA�sn���



� If f � FN is an n�ary �n � �� non�temporal
function symbol� p�� p� � TT � p� � p�� and
r�� � � � � rn�� � TN � then�

TA�f�p�� p�� r�� � � � � rn���� �MF �f��TA
�p��� TA�p��� TA�r��� � � � � TA�rn�����

TA�f�p�� r�� � � � � rn���� �MF �f��TA
�p��� TA�r��� � � � � TA�rn�����

TA�
R p�
p�

f�t� r�� � � � � rn���dt� �
R TA�p��

TA�p��

MF �f��t� TA�r��� � � � � TA�rn����dt�

Note that the above de�nite integral is always
de�ned because the integrand is a piece wise
continuous function�

� If r�� r� � TT � TN � then�

TA��r� � r��� � TA�r�� � TA�r���
TA��r� 	 r��� � TA�r��	 TA�r���
TA��r� 
 r��� � TA�r��
 TA�r��

The interpretation I � hMC�SF�MF i and variable
assignment VA satisfy a formula � �written j�I �
�VA� under the following conditions�

� j�I �� � ���VA i� TA���� � TA�����

� j�I �� � ���VA i� TA���� � TA�����

� j�I �� � ���VA i� TA���� � TA�����

� j�I �� � ���VA i� TA���� � TA�����

� j�I �� � ���VA i� TA���� � TA�����

� j�I �������VA i� j�I ���VA and j�I ���VA�

� j�I ��� � ���VA i� j�I ���VA or j�I ���VA�

� j�I ��� � ���VA i� j�I ���� ����VA�

� j�I ���  ���VA i� j�I ��� � ���VA and
j�I ��� � ���VA�

� j�I ����VA i� �j�I ��VA�

� j�I ��z� ��VA i� j�I ��VA� for all VA� that
agree with VA everywhere except possibly on z�

� j�I ��z� ��VA i� j�I ��VA� for some VA� that
agrees with VA everywhere except possibly on
z�

��� Axioms

Besides the standard integral axioms for polynomials�
we have an axiom for converting between interval and
point based information�

� Predicate�T imebegin� T imeend� Arguments�

� RealV aluedFunction �

� �T� T imebegin � T � Timeend �

Predicate�T� Arguments� �

RealV aluedFunction � ���

This axiom is used to convert formula ��� into formula
����
Note that in axiom ���� RealV aluedFunction can�

not contain any temporal terms� For example� the ax�
iom is not applicable to displacement�T� � T�� john� �
T�	 T�� This formula has no point based equivalent�

� Implementation

Our proposed logic is implemented in the con�
straint logic programming language CLP�IR� ��� Fig�
ure � gives an overview of the implemented sys�
tem which consists of a temporal format speci�cation
component �Time File� and three typical expert sys�
tem shell components� a knowledge base� an inference
engine� and a user interface�
Recall that in the syntax �section ����� temporal

terms are not explicitly speci�ed� The onus is on
the user to supply temporal constants� variables� and
functions that are appropriate for the particular prob�
lem domain� The code for the temporal representa�
tion and its operators is stored in the �Time File��
The knowledge base contains problem domain de�

pendent facts and rules that are stored in �les� which
are loaded during user consultation�
The inference engine is the work horse of the sys�

tem and is divided into three modules� the inter�
preter� the analyser� and the estimator� The inter�
preter retrieves pertinent point and interval informa�
tion from the knowledge base� Using the retrieved
information and axioms �e�g�� axiom ����� the anal�
yser attempts to derive required conclusions� The
estimator� an optional feature� tries to compute miss�
ing point information� The �nal result produced by
the inference engine is passed to the user interface�
The user interface is responsible for formatting�

validating and packaging the input and output�
The system also optionally supports uncertainty

with probabilities�
An overview of the implemented system is given in

the remainder of the paper� See �� for a detailed de�
scription� A sample session with the implementation
is given in the Appendix�

� Temporal format speci�cation

The user must specify a temporal representation in
the time �le� A sample time �le� which is included
with the implementation� contains a speci�cation for
a temporal representation called MDHM� MDHM
uses a Month�Day�Hour�Minute format� For exam�
ple� ����am on June �� is written as ��������� and
����pm on July � is written as ���������� Intervals
are written as pairs of points� All points are assumed
to be in the same calendar year �not a leap year�� In
practice� the �nite number of time points is not a lim�
itation since there are over ���� ��� point constants�
It is possible to represent repeated time points� For

example� X���Y�� means the second minute of every
hour of the �rst day of every month and X���Ymeans
every minute of the third hour of every day�

��� Syntax of MDHM

Given a set of temporal constants CT where CT �
f�� � � � � ��g� a set of temporal functions FT�f�� �g�
disjoint sets of temporal variable symbol VMonth�
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Figure �� Implementation Overview

VDay� VHour � VMinute� VLHS � VRHS � and VW � tem�
poral terms TT are de�ned as follows�

� Month � VMonthorf�� � � � � ��g�

� Day � VDayorf�� � � � � ��g�

� Hour � VHourorf�� � � � � ��g�

� Minute � VMinuteorf�� � � � � ��g�

� LHS � VLHS or Month�Day�

� RHS � VRHS or Hour�Minute�

� VW � LHS�RHS � TT �

The Month�Day pair must be a valid combination�
For example� ���� is invalid because February �� is
not a valid date�

��� Operators for MDHM

System de�ned operators� such as � and �� can only
be used to compare real numbers� Binary operators
are introduced for comparing temporal terms� ���
���� ��� ��� and ��� The comparison of tem�
poral terms usually results in a system of constraints�
For example� the solution to the inequality�

�� X����� �� Y �Z�

is�

X � Y� Z � HH�MM� HH � ��� or
X � M�D�� Y � M�D�� Z � HH�MM� D�
� D�� or
X � M��D�� Y � M��D�� Z � HH�MM�
M� � M��

� Knowledge base

The syntax used in the knowledge base di�ers from
the syntax given in section ��� for the proposed logic�
Information is stored in the knowledge base with the
kb pre�xed predicates� kb point
�� kb interval
� and
kb integral
�� Since we make no distinction between
qualitative and quantitative information� only two
predicates� kb point
� and kb interval
�� are needed
to represent point and interval based information� A
third predicate� kb integral
�� is used for represent�
ing integrals�
To represent a w� from the proposed logic in the

knowledge base� we extract the temporal arguments�
For example� velocity�t� � john� � � km	hr is repre�
sented by the following fact in the knowledge base�

kb point�t�� velocity�john�� ���

Note that inequalities� such as velocity�t� � john� � ��
cannot be stored in the knowledge base�
The reason for changing the syntax in the knowl�

edge base is to simplify the implementation� The kb
predicates allow us to write generic code for point�
interval� and integral information� For example� the
code for kb point
� works for any possible point
based information that can appear as its second ar�
gument� In addition� the kb predicates allow the im�
plementation to easily distinguish between point and
interval information�
To deal with uncertainty� we use probabilities� The

last argument of each relation in the knowledge base
is optional and is used to store a probability value�



If the argument is omitted� a probability of one is
assumed�
In the remainder of this section� we discuss the re�

lations used for representing point� interval� and in�
tegral information�

��� Point information

Qualitative and quantitative point based informa�
tion is represented with the kb point
� predicate�
To specify that Fact has a V alue at T ime with
Probability� we write

kb point�T ime� Fact� V alue� Probability�

where T ime is a time point� Fact is the symbolic rep�
resentation of the information� V alue is a real number
or a polynomial� and Probability �optional argument�
is a real number which re	ects the probability of the
fact� For example�

kb point������������� work�john�� true� ����

expresses the fact that there is a �� percent chance
of John working on New Year�s Eve at noon�  true
and  false are constants which are de�ned as one and
zero respectively�
The probability �the �th argument� in the

kb point
� predicate may be omitted� For example�
the following represents the formula p � q � r with�
out relying on probabilities�

kb point�T� r� Z� �� kb point�T� p� Z��
kb point�T� q� Z��

Probabilities at a point are related by the following
axiom�

kb point�T� F� true� P ��

kb point�T� F� false� �	 P �� ���

The implementation makes a distinction between
explicit and derived information in the knowledge
base� Derived point based information is speci�ed
with the point value
� predicate� For example� con�
sider the case where q � p at time ������� and q is
true over the interval ��������� ����������

kb point��������� p� Z���kb point��������� q� Z��
kb interval��������� ��������� q� true��

The query kb point��������� p� true� fails because
the knowledge base does not contain a fact that ex�
plicitly speci�es that q is true at time �������� If
instead we write�

kb point��������� p� Z� ��
point value��������� q� Z��

kb interval��������� ��������� q� true��

we can prove kb point��������� p� true�� The sub�
goal point value��������� q� true� succeeds because
we derive it from the interval information stored in
the kb interval relation� Similarly� there are inter�
val value
� and integral value
� predicates for de�
rived interval and integral information respectively�

��� Interval information

Qualitative and quantitative interval based informa�
tion is captured with the kb interval
� predicate� The
general format of kb interval
� is�

kb interval�T imebegin � T imeend� Fact�
V alue� Probability��

where T imebegin is the beginning time of the in�
terval� T imeend is the ending time of the interval�
Fact is the symbolic representation of the informa�
tion� V alue is a real number or a polynomial function�
and Probability �optional argument� is a real num�
ber which re	ects the probability of the fact� Over the
open interval from T imebegin to T imeend� the value
of Fact is V alue with Probability at each point� For
example� assume John works from nine to �ve every�
day and at each point in time between nine and �ve
there is a ��! probability that he is actually working�

kb interval�X����� X������ work�john��
 true� ������

Intervals are open at both ends� Values at end
points are speci�ed with kb point
�� This allows us
to specify facts that are true only at one of the end
points� Consider the above example� John starts work
at nine in the morning and leaves at ����pm �he does
not work at ����pm��

kb point�X����� work�john�� true��
kb interval�X����� X������ work�john��

 true��
kb point�X������ work�john�� false��

The following example states that r is true when p
is followed by q and they overlap�

p�A�B� " q�C�D� � r�A�D�
when A � C � B � D�

Assume the probability of r equals the probability of
q� In our implemented system� we have�

kb interval�A�D� r� true� Pq� ��

interval value�A�B� p� true� Pp��

interval value�C�D� q� true� Pq��

A �� C� C �� B� B �� D�

Note that interval value
� is used instead of
kb interval
� since p or q may be computed from
other information�
From axioms ��� and ���� the following axiom is

derived�

kb interval�T� � T�� F� true� P ��

kb interval�T� � T�� F� false� �	 P �� ����

��� Integral information

It is possible to integrate qualitative and quantitative
point based information� For example� John walks �
km to work each morning between ����amand ����am
is expressed as�

kb integral�X����� X����� velocity�john�� ���



The general format for the predicate is�

kb integral�T�� T�� F� Z� P �

which holds if
R T�
T�

F �t�dt � Z� with probability P

�optional��
Subintervals must sometimes be considered when

computing an integral� For example� assume John
walks at a speed of �ve and three km
hr from ���� to
���� and ���� to ���� respectively� In order to com�
pute his total displacement� two kb interval
� facts
are used� The probability for the integral is de�ned
as the weighted average of the P�s of all subinterval
values used in computing the integral�

	 Inference engine

The inference engine is made up of three components�
an interpreter� an analyser and an estimator� The
interpreter interacts with the knowledge base� The
analyser deals with the conversion between point� in�
terval� and integral information� Incomplete knowl�
edge is handled by the estimator�
When a query is received� the interpreter accesses

the knowledge base and returns pertinent informa�
tion to the analyser and estimator� The interpreter
ensures that returned information is within the time
interval of interest which is set by the user� The in�
terpreter also ensures that all temporal terms passed
to the estimator are bound� The estimator only deals
with completely speci�ed time points� Another task
of the interpreter is to compute the probability for
rules when required�
The analyser deals with the transformation be�

tween point� interval and integral information� Point
information may be computed from interval informa�
tion� Integral information may be computed from
one or more pieces of subinterval information� The
analyser also computes probabilities for the trans�
formed information� When point information is de�
rived from interval information� it takes the probabil�
ity of the corresponding interval information� When
integrating an interval� the probability is de�ned as
the weighted average of the probabilities of all the
subintervals�
As its name implies� the estimator estimates un�

known point information� Exponential decay func�
tions are used to approximate probabilities �a similar
approach is used in ���� With quantitative informa�
tion� linear interpolation is used to estimate a point
value� For qualitative information� the estimated
point value is based on the computed probabilities�
User de�ned approximation functions can be associ�
ated with temporal information� See �� for a de�
tailed description of the estimator� We conclude with
a qualitative example� John works between ����am
and noon� and has lunch between ����� and ����pm�

kb interval�X����� X������ work�john��
 true� ���

kb interval�X������� X������� work�john��
 false� ���

The truth value of work�john� is unknown between
noon and ������ Figure � shows the estimated val�
ues of work�john� over this interval� The proba�
bilities are computed to be near � over the interval
������� ������� and near � over the interval �������
������� We estimate work�john� to be true and false
over these intervals respectively� Between ����� and
������ the probabilities are estimated to be near ���
and we make no prediction about the truth value of
work�john�� The coe#cient of the decay function
is determined by the length of the interval used in
computing the estimated value �there is a three hour
and one hour duration between ���������� and ������
����� respectively�� Hence� the duration of the two
intervals estimated above are di�erent�


 User interface

The command line user interface supports a predi�
cate� called ui� which takes a variable number of ar�
guments� It validates input arguments and formats
output data� All user interface routines are invoked
from this ui predicate� The �rst argument of the pred�
icate is a selector which describes the routine to be
called� The following example speci�es the time range
that is of interest�

��
ui�change time range� �������� �����������

Any information that lies outside of the above time
range will not be reported to the user� The following
example queries the point information of any fact in
the knowledge base within the time boundary�

��
ui�point value�Time�Fact�Value�Probability��

When specifying temporal information� the �rst ar�
gument to ui makes the qualitative or quantitative
distinction� For example� qualitative information is
entered as�

��
ui�point truth�X	
���work�john���true��

Quantitative information is entered as�

��
ui�point value�X������ velocity�john�� ���

� Directions for future work

The following is a list of improvements to the imple�
mentation that we are contemplating�

� Re�implement the logic in a constraint logic pro�
gramming language other than CLP�IR� that
supports graphical user interfaces� Instead of
the current command line interface� all func�
tions would be entered and displayed using
graphs� Di�erent colors could be used for point�
interval� integral� and estimated values�
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Figure �� A plot of work�john� against time

� As in a typical expert system� the implementa�
tion should prompt the user for missing infor�
mation�

� Units of measurement should be added to the
system �e�g�� miles and kilometres��

� Using our implementation� construct a tempo�
ral expert system to solve a complex real world
problem�

� Each consultation is independent� Routines
should be provided to save the environment of
a session� which includes the user�s time of in�
terest and the certainty threshold�

� Currently� the system supports integration over
truth� It should be an option for a user to inte�
grate over true or false�

� Conclusion

We proposed a �rst order logic for temporal domains�
The logic is formally speci�ed via a syntax� semantics�
and axiomatization� Point and interval based qualita�
tive and quantitative information are uniformly dealt
with in the logic� Also� uncertainty can be repre�
sented with probabilities� The logic is implemented
using a constraint logic programming language� The
implementation� along with its formal speci�cation�
is suitable for tackling real world temporal problems�
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A Example

We present an example� its representation in the pro�
posed logic� and its knowledge base �le� The exam�
ple deals with John who works in an o#ce from nine
to �ve everyday including Saturday and Sunday� He
takes an hour lunch break from ����� to ������ It is
unknown if John works between ����� and ������ Ev�
ery morning� he walks to work at a velocity of �ve and
three kilometres per hour from eight to eight thirty
and eight thirty to nine respectively� It takes him an
hour to walk to work� The example is represented in
the logic as follows�

work� X������ john � �  false�
work� X������ X������ john � �  false�
work� X������ john � �  true�
work� X������ X������� john � �  true�
work� X������� john � �  true�
work� X������� X������� john � �  false�
work� X������� john � �  true�
work� X������� X������� john � �  true�
work� X������� john � �  false�
work� X������� X������� john � �  false�
work� X������� john � �  false�
�T� work� T� john �� in o#ce� T� john ��
velocity� ����� ����� john � � ��
velocity� ����� ����� john � � ��
�X�Y� displacement� X� Y� john � �R Y

X
velocity�t� john� dt�

Note that probabilities are omitted� Also note that
it is unknown if John is working between ����� and
������ See �gure � for a plot of the work function�
The code in the knowledge base for the example is�
kb point� X����� work�john��  true ��
kb interval� X����� X������ work�john��  true ��
kb point� X������ work�john��  true ��
kb interval�X�������X�������work�john�� false��
kb point� X������� work�john��  true��
kb interval�X�������X������work�john�� true��
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Figure �� A plot of work�john� against time

kb point� X������ work�john��  false ��
kb interval�X������Y�����work�john�� false���

time next day� X� Y ��
kb point� X� in o#ce�john�� A� P � ��

point value�X�work�john��A�P��
kb interval� X� Y� in o#ce�john�� A� P � ��

interval value�X�Y�work�john��A�P��
kb interval� X����� X������ velocity�john�� � ��
kb interval� X������ X����� velocity�john�� � ��
kb interval� X� Y� displacement�john�� D� P � ��

integral value�X�Y�velocity�john��D�P��
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